Activation of noradrenergic terminals in the reticular thalamus delays arousal from propofol anesthesia in mice.
Electroencephalogram monitoring during propofol (PRO) anesthesia typically features low-frequency oscillations, which may be involved with thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) modulation. TRN receives noradrenergic inputs from the locus coeruleus (LC). We hypothesized that specific noradrenergic connections in the TRN may contribute to the emergence from PRO anesthesia. Intranuclei norepinephrine (NE) injections (n = 10) and designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) (n = 10) were used to investigate the role of noradrenergic inputs from the LC to the TRN during PRO anesthesia. Whole-cell recording in acute brain slice preparations was used to identify the type of adrenoceptor that regulates noradrenergic innervation in the TRN. An intracerebral injection of NE into the TRN delays arousal in mice recovering from PRO anesthesia (means ± sd; 486.6 ± 57.32 s for the NE injection group vs. 422.4 ± 48.19 s for the control group; P = 0.0143) and increases the cortical-δ (0.1-4 Hz, 25.4 ± 2.9 for the NE injection group vs. 21.0 ± 1.7 for the control group; P = 0.0094) oscillation. An intra-TRN injection of NE also decreased the EC50 of PRO-induced unconsciousness (57.05 ± 1.78 mg/kg for the NE injection group vs. 72.44 ± 3.23 mg/kg for the control group; P = 0.0096). Moreover, the activation of LC-noradrenergic nerve terminals in the TRN using DREADDs increased the recovery time [466.1 ± 44.57 s for the clozapine N-oxide (CNO) injection group vs. 426.1 ± 38.75 s for the control group; P = 0.0033], decreased the EC50 of PRO-induced unconsciousness (64.77 ± 3.40 mg/kg for the CNO injection group vs. 74.00 ± 2.08 mg/kg for the control group; P = 0.0081), and increased the cortical-δ oscillation during PRO anesthesia (23.29 ± 2.58 for the CNO injection group vs. 19.56 ± 1.9 for the control group; P = 0.0213). In addition, whole-cell recording revealed that NE augmented the inhibitory postsynaptic currents in the TRN neurons via the α1-adrenoceptor. Our data indicated that enhanced NE signaling at the noradrenergic terminals of the LC-TRN projection delays arousal from general anesthesia, which is likely mediated by the α1-adrenoceptor activation. Our findings open a door for further understanding of the functions of various LC targets in both anesthesia and arousal.-Zhang, Y., Fu, B., Liu, C., Yu, S., Luo, T., Zhang, L., Zhou, W., Yu, T. Activation of noradrenergic terminals in the reticular thalamus delays arousal from propofol anesthesia in mice.